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Training Partners Synthesis:
This document synthesizes Social Economy training actually present in each partner.
When the European project had been started, only ESCEM and HEC Liege had training modules.
But from this date, Escem was developing new contents during 2010, HEC Liege had also a training
content to share and at the same time, Euricse was creating their own social economy training. So,
it was finally decided to share all existing educational material in social economy with all partners
during also the WP3 to obtain a global vision of available content for the Hungarian test (WP4).
The enumeration about these trainings will permit to create a document about best learning
practice on Social Economy case.
HEC Liège:
HEC-ULg, from the 2010-2011 university year onward, proposes a special orientation on the
"Management of social enterprises" within its Master program in Management Sciences.
ESCEM :
A large panel about Social Economy trainings is present at ESCEM. They touch all populations to
form it, initial and continuing training.
-

Social Economy Bachelor
Social and Management Entrepreneuriat Master
Social entrepreneuriat MBA
Social Economy competencies certificate
Social economy and current issues seminars

Eurisce :
Euricse offers a Masters in Management of Social Enterprises aimed at recent graduates to train
new managers to work in the third sector and in the cooperative movement. In addition to this

Master, Euricse offers individual training for organizations as well as to managers already working
in the field:
-

Junior managers training in partnership with Pordenone University Consortium focusing
Managers training in cooperative and social enterprises in partnership with AICCON
(research center on non-profit sector)

Ynternet:
Ynternet creates a Social Economy certificate with the cooperation on Geneva University. This
training use a sting methodology with internet tools.
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